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2. BEST PRACTICE 

 

1. TITLE OF THE PRACTICE   

 

             Full Moon Poetry Conference 

 

2. THE CONTEXT 

Our “Full Moon Poetry Conference” is an opportunity to reveal the hidden talents of our 

students, like speech, narrative and poetry. 

It creates an atmosphere to express their aesthetic sense (or) knowledge of our students. 

The students who are all participating in “Full Moon Poetry Conference“ will be the best 

poet, debate speaker, news reader and journalist. By achieving these fields they will be the 

epitome of the future generation. 

It is possible to enrich their vocabulary skills when the students composing a poetry. 

The poetry composing students seek to understand their social customs and political 

economy. 

Our staff members from Tamil department motivate and train our students when they are 

practicing and participating. 

Our Tamil poet, Bharathiyar raises the ignorance of the people through his poetry and 

also express the feelings in the mind as poetry. 

Plural students who are reluctant to express their opinion have been encouraged by poetry 

in a variety of song. 

If they know the method of writing Tamil poetry, the students will become as a good poet 

for the sake of the people. 



Reading books create the humanity and help to push them to achieve their goals for 

individual and group development. 

3. OBJECTIVES 

Literature is the mirror of life. Society and People are useful because of the literary books 

that can give good ideas to the society. 

The literary imagination gives the students a new path to do something innovatively in 

their concern department. 

In this century of media domination, a student who excels in singing and speaking and 

also can find an employment in the media field and become a better person who can illuminate 

social reforms to the world. 

Poetry composing enables and supports the students to avert the stage fear. 

“Full Moon Poetry Conference” is an opportunity for students to unleash their innermost 

thoughts. 

4. PRACTICE  

 Our Tamil Department conducting the poetry, essay, and oratorical competition for all 

major students to develop their leadership qualities on the full moon day of every month as a 

poetry day. 

Our staff members refer and point out the simplest poem with theme and also conducting 

workshop with other college guest lecturers participating in the via of “Full Moon Poetry 

Conference” for the benefit of  our students through every month of academic year. 

As students read literature and epics in depth and repeatedly, they begin to learn sentence 

structure and line structure. 

By reading the great authors writing has given improvement of their reading ability to the 

students of their essay writing, short-stories, and poetry. 

Our staff members are giving practice to the students to write a poem with sound and 

tone, rhyming scheme and also giving practice to write new age poetry. 

 It is suggested that students can easily speak and write by reading texts such as 

Silappathikaram, Kambaramayanam and the great works of Mahakavi Bharathiyar and 

Bharathidasan. 

 

 



5. EVIDENCE OF SUCCESS 

During last five years our institution conducted full moon poetry program became 

evidence of success. Around 10 % of beneficiaries was increased every year in fields like drama,  

narrative, oratorical competition and poetry .Participation of students from the various 

departments  have given the motivation to shine in the fields like lyricist in film, the best poet, 

debate speaker, news reader, journalist and journalism. During this program, the beneficiary uses 

literary books that can give good ideas to the students and the society.  

6.  OBSTACLES FACED 

Other department students are committing mistakes in their Tamil writing, reading and 

speaking. So we have given the opportunity to eradicate their problems via “Full Moon Poetry 

Conference”  

            Frequent practicing helps them to pronounce their vocabularies in Tamil perfectly. So we 

have given the opportunity to rectify their vocabularies and pronunciation problems via “Full 

Moon Poetry Conference”. 

The students can understand and differentiate the sentence by knowing the textual 

meaning easily via “Full Moon Poetry Conference”.  

Even in the age of technology, they do not prepare themselves to go elsewhere, to write 

poetry, to write essays. Overcoming the reluctance of the students, they did not hesitate to come 

forward with various events through this poetry. 

 7. IMPACT OF PRACTICE  

            Interests of students and above practices have helping them to participate other college 

competitions.  

           Students are participating and achieving prizes from Development of Tamil Department 

Namakkal district, Namakkal Kamban Kazham, Salem Manamakil Muthamil Mandram, 

Namakkal Literature club, Paramathi velur Kaviyarasar kalai tamilsangam. 

Participation of the students from “Full Moon Poetry Conference”  poetry, drawing, and 

essay writing have given the motivation to shine in the fields like lyricist in film and journalism.  

Ancient literatures are used to distinguish between good and bad for us when writing 

about the pros and cons that occur in society without harming anyone in any way. 

8. RESOURCES REQUIRED  



To understand the eagerness of the students and the faculties initiate them to visit the 

updated e- source content like YouTube, E- libraries for their improvement of essay writing, 

poetry  etc. 

To create poetry, essay, and oratorical four strategies required. It was advised that they 

would not have any problems in creating all of the above as long as they knew the social needs, 

goal, raw materials and strategies and methods.  
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